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 Highlights over the summer have included our successful and fully subscribed sailing school
followed by the annual regatta and Wednesday night "racing". Each Sunday during July and
August there has been a club director acting as "Officer of the Day" (OOD) helping any
member requiring assistance of one sort or another and on several of these Sundays Dave
Ramnaraine set up his canopy and served burgers, salad and cold drinks.
 Cruise to Rowans Ravine Provincial Park September (13) 14-15
Enjoy a leisurely warm water sail to RR and back. The usual June date was re-scheduled due to a slow start
to the season and cold miserable weather. Those that can, usually sail up on the Friday and those that can't
on the Saturday. The extra day leaves more time to explore new sailing areas and the Provincial Park.
One-way trips could be organized for those that cannot participate otherwise. As these arrangement require
coordinating both boat and vehicle travel, please contact me as soon as possible if you require this service.
Sleep aboard, camp or rent a cabin - two cabins and four slips have been reserved for our use thus
guaranteeing access to hot showers, kitchens etc. A full service marina, restaurant and chandlery is
available on site. Let me know your wishes as soon as possible re skippering or crewing, accommodation if any, one way or both directions. and which day leaving, etc. It's more enjoyable but not obligatory to sail
in a group - the plan is for embarking at 10:00am on both Friday and Saturday and return Sunday. We plan
on having VHF radio contact between most boats - just to keep in touch. All the skippers are looking for
crew - so this is a great chance to join the fleet for it's first warm water expedition to Rowans Ravine Marina
 Upcoming "Working Bees"
- Sunday September 8th (real soon!!)
- Sunday October 6th (Tentative)
- Sunday October 13th (Preparations for winter close -down - still able to sail but facilities "winterized")
These are all scheduled from 10:00am - 4:00pm and provide an opportunity to work off all or the remainder
of your 10 hour "voluntary work contribution" for 2013.
 The season is far from finished - so hope to see you on the water. Anyone who needs a little support or
confidence building please give me a call and I will, or will make arrangements to get you out either on
your boat or on mine.
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